Glasgow is a city of achievers: self-made men and women
with a hunger to leave their mark. Founders of the Scottish
Enlightenment, engineers of the 19th Century, European
leaders of art and commerce. Glasgow has been propelled to
prominence by the flair and drive of its people.
Drawing on the pioneering spirit of Scotland’s first licensed
distillers, The Glasgow Distillery Company takes its name from
Glasgow’s original distillery. Founded in 1770, the distillery
was known for a time as The Glasgow Distillery and remained
active until the beginning of the 20th Century.
In the intervening years, Speyside, the Highlands and the
Islands of Scotland have established themselves as home to
some of the world’s finest, most characterful spirits.
At The Glasgow Distillery Company, we are re-establishing
the metropolitan Scotch Malt Whisky tradition alongside these
great whisky regions and bringing Glasgow Malt Whisky back
to life.
We have invested in the best distilling equipment, sourced
the finest ingredients, the finest casks and assembled a team
of innovative distillers to deliver what is already an award
winning new make spirit with the first casks maturing under
the watchful eye of our distillery team.

This is your invitation to join the Glasgow Distillery Cask Club.
It is a chance for you to own a piece of Glasgow distilling history
and to acquire our spirit at an exceptionally attractive price.
Join a close group of friends of the distillery who have already
secured one of our limited release Scotch Malt Whisky casks.
Your whisky will be stored for a minimum of three years and a
day in our bonded warehouse in Glasgow. At this point it will
gain legal status as Scotch Malt Whisky.
Choose from unpeated, peated or triple distilled new make
spirit and we’ll supply the finest 200 litre ex-bourbon cask from
Kelvin Cooperage in Kentucky.
You will be allocated a specific cask alongside an official
certificate of ownership. Subject to the legal minimum of three
years for Scotch Whisky, you can mature it for as long as you
see fit.
You will be able to receive a sample of your spirit and visit
your cask at The Glasgow Distillery on request. We’ll ensure
your purchase is safe with 5 years minimum storage and
warehousing insurance included in the purchase price.

When you think the time is right we will recommend a labeler
and bottler. You have the option at any time of selling your cask
of whisky (before it is bottled) but you need to speak to us prior
to doing this.
Your whisky will be stored for a minimum of three years and a
day in Glasgow. At this point it will gain legal status as Scotch
Malt Whisky.
After the first five years, there will be some charges as your
whisky matures. These will be for storing the whisky in our
warehouse, drawing additional samples and (at the point of
bottling) for bottling, delivery, duty and tax. All of the costs are
laid out in the Cask Club terms and conditions, available upon
request.
We hope you are excited about this unique opportunity to
be a part of Glasgow’s first Independent Single Malt Whisky
Distillery in over a hundred years.
I hope you choose to join us as we continue our journey; bringing
Single Malt Whisky back to Glasgow.

LIAM HUGHES CEO

NEW MAKE SPIRIT TASTING NOTES
UNPEATED

Nose: Dried figs and apricots, stewed apples and plums,
nutmeg, orange, hints of freshly cut grass with notes of
honey, chestnut and walnut.
Palate: Clean and sweet leading to a long dry finish.
PEATED

Nose: Smoky and salty notes give way to red fruits, clove
and allspice. Hints of caramel and banana.
Palate: Bold and smoky motes develop into a sweet and
complex blend of fruit and spice. Incredibly long and smooth
finish.
TRIPLE DISTILLED

Nose: Lemon and orange peel gives way to floral notes of
elderflower and heather. Hints of grass alongside more
earthy notes.
Palate: Smooth, clean and fresh with a short crisp finish.

CASK CLUB PRICE LIST (GBP)
			

200 LITRE EX BOURBON

UNPEATED 		

£3125

PEATED 		

£3750

TRIPLE DISTILLED

£3750

Purchase a cask to join the Glasgow Distillery Cask Club and
enjoy additional member benefits:
Cask ownership certificate
Storage & warehouse insurance for 5 years
Distillery visits, tastings and tours available on request

For more more information contact our Fine & Rare Account Manager, Heather Findlay:
0141 404 7191 | caskclub@glasgowdistillery.com
glasgowdistillery.com		

@glasgowdistillery

@glasgowDC

